Introduction
Some chapters of the book "Metamathematische Methoden in der Geometrie" by W. Schwabhäuser, W. Szmielew, and A. Tarski (SST) [12] have been formalized within the classical two-valued logic with proof checkers: Isabelle/HOL by Makarios [7, 8] (Chapter 2 and 3), Metamath (Chapters 2 to 6), Mizar ( [11, 3] , [5] ) or by means of Coq [10, 2] . Some of the results were obtained with the help of other automatic proof assistants, either partially [4] , or completely [1] .
In the first part of this article, we use the Mizar system to systematically formalize Chapters 2 to 7 of the SST book. We show that CE 2 = {(RE), (TE), (IE), (FS), (IB), (IP), (Lo 2 ), (Up 2 ), (Eu), (Co)} is equivalent to the system defined in [11] and [3] .
Moreover, it can be shown that the real Euclidean plane is a model for the axiom system CE 2 = {(TE), (IE), (SC), (FS'), (IB), (IP), (Lo 2 ), (Up 2 ), (Eu), (Co)} of the system proposed by Makarios.
Like Makarios we show the equivalence between CE 2 and CE 2 , but using less axioms, more particularly we show that
• {(RE), (TE), (FS)} (FS')

• {(TE), (IE), (SC), (FS')} (FS)
Additionally, we prove that
{(TE), (IE), (SC), (FS')} (RE).
We don't use (IB) and (IP).
Congruence Properties
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence symmetry and the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, and a, b, c, d, e, f denote points of S. Now we state the propositions:
(1) 2.1 Satz: ab ∼ = ab. (2) 2.1 Satz bis:
Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying the axiom of congruence equivalence relation and the axiom of segment construction, and points a, b of S. Then ab ∼ = ab. (3) 2.2 Satz:
If ab ∼ = cd, then cd ∼ = ab. The theorem is a consequence of (1). If ab ∼ = cd and cd ∼ = ef , then ab ∼ = ef . The theorem is a consequence of (3).
(6) 2.4 Satz:
If ab ∼ = cd, then ba ∼ = cd. The theorem is a consequence of (5).
(7) 2.5 Satz:
If ab ∼ = cd, then ab ∼ = dc. The theorem is a consequence of (5).
(8) 2.8 Satz:
Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying the axiom of congruence identity and the axiom of segment construction, and points a, b of S. Then aa ∼ = bb.
Let S be a Tarski plane. We say that S satisfies (A5) from SST if and only if The theorem is a consequence of (6) and (7). One can check that every Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence symmetry and the axiom of congruence equivalence relation which satisfies (A5) from SST satisfies also the axiom of SAS and every Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence symmetry and the axiom of congruence equivalence relation which satisfies the axiom of SAS satisfies also (A5) from SST.
Let S be a Tarski plane (6), (7), (8) , and (3). (12) 2.12 Satz:
Suppose q = a. If a lies between q and x 1 and ax 1 ∼ = bc and a lies between q and x 2 and ax 2 ∼ = bc, then x 1 = x 2 . The theorem is a consequence of (3), (5), (1), and (11).
Betweenness Relation
Now we state the proposition: (13) 3.1 Satz:
Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying the axiom of congruence identity and the axiom of segment construction, and points a, b of S. Then b lies between a and b. From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and the axiom of Pasch and a, b, c, d denote points of S. Now we state the propositions: (14) 3. 
The theorem is a consequence of (13). (36) 3.14 Satz:
Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of segment construction, and Lower Dimension Axiom, and points a, b of S. Then there exists a point c of S such that (i) b lies between a and c, and
The theorem is a consequence of (35) and (3).
(37) 3.15 Satz (n = 3): Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and Lower Dimension Axiom, and points a 1 , a 2 of S. Suppose a 1 = a 2 . Then there exists a point a 3 of S such that (i) a 2 lies between a 1 and a 3 , and
The theorem is a consequence of (36).
(38) 3.15 Satz (n = 4): Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying seven Tarski's geometry axioms and Lower Dimension Axiom, and points a 1 , a 2 of S.
Then there exist points a 3 , a 4 of S such that
The theorem is a consequence of (37).
(39) 3.15 Satz (n = 5): Let us consider Tarski plane S satisfying seven Tarski's geometry axioms and Lower Dimension Axiom, and points a 1 , a 2 of S. Suppose a 1 = a 2 .
Then there exist points a 3 , a 4 , a 5 of S such that
The theorem is a consequence of (38) and (37). The theorem is a consequence of (14).
Collinearity
Let S be a Tarski plane axioms and a, b, c, d, a , b , c , d denote points of S. Now we state the propositions:
The theorem is a consequence of (3), (6), (7), and (14). (6), (8), (7), and (41). (3), (8), (13), (14), (11), and (12). 
Line Segments
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying seven Tarski's geometry  axioms and a, b, c, d, e, f , a , b , c , d denote points of S. Now we state the propositions:
(56) (59), (14), (3), (12) , and (16).
(64) 5.10 Satz:
The theorem is a consequence of (3), (59) (1), (14), (6), (67), (69), and (13).
Lines and Halflines
Let S be a Tarski plane and a, b, p be points of S. We say that a p b if and only if (Def. (77) METAMATH, segcon2:
There exists a point x of S such that (i) a lies between p and x or x lies between p and a, and
The theorem is a consequence of (3), (14), and (57).
In the sequel r denotes a point of S. Now we state the proposition:
(78) 6.11 Satz a): If r = a and b = c, then there exists a point x of S such that x a r and ax ∼ = bc. The theorem is a consequence of (77) and (3).
Let S be a Tarski plane and a, p be points of S. The functor HalfLine(p, a) yielding a set is defined by the term (Def. 9) {x, where x is a point of S : x p a}.
From now on x, y denote points of S. Now we state the propositions: (79) 6.11 Satz b):
If r = a and b = c and x a r and ax ∼ = bc and y a r and ay ∼ = bc, then x = y. The theorem is a consequence of (72), (14), (12) , and (57). Let S be a non empty Tarski plane and p, q be points of S. The functor Line(p, q) yielding a subset of S is defined by the term (Def. 10) {x, where x is a point of S : p, q and x are collinear}.
In the sequel S denotes a non empty Tarski plane satisfying seven Tarski's geometry axioms and p, q, r, s denote points of S. Now we state the proposition:
(81) 6.15 Satz: If p = q and p = r and p lies between q and r, then Line(p, q) = (HalfLine(p, q) ∪ {p}) ∪ HalfLine(p, r). The theorem is a consequence of (14), (57), and (13). Let S be a non empty Tarski plane and A be a subset of S. We say that A is a line if and only if (Def. 11) there exist points p, q of S such that p = q and A = Line(p, q). Now we state the proposition: (82) 6.16 Satz:
If p = q and s = p and s ∈ Line(p, q), then Line(p, q) = Line(p, s). The theorem is a consequence of (56), (14), (58), and (57). In the sequel S denotes a non empty Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and the axiom of Pasch and a, b, p, q denote points of S. Now we state the proposition: (83) 6.17 Satz:
The theorem is a consequence of (13) The theorem is a consequence of (7), (6), (42), (94), (93), and (14).
Point Reflection
Let S be a Tarski From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and the axiom of Pasch and a, b, m denote points of S. Now we state the proposition:
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, and the axiom of betweenness identity and a, b, m denote points of S. Now we state the propositions:
(97) 7. p, a, p ) . The theorem is a consequence of (7), (3), and (97).
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, and the axiom of SAS and a denotes a point of S.
(99) 7.4 Uniqueness:
Let us consider points p,
The theorem is a consequence of (3) and (12).
Let S be Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and the axiom of SAS and a, p be points of S. The functor S a (p) yielding a point of S is defined by (Def. 13) Middle(p, a, it) .
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and the axiom of SAS and a, p, p denote points of S. Now we state the proposition:
(100) 7.6 Satz: S a (p) = p if and only if Middle(p, a, p ).
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, the axiom of SAS, and the axiom of Pasch and a, p, p denote points of S. Now we state the propositions:
The theorem is a consequence of (14) and (3).
(102) 7.8 Satz:
There exists p such that S a (p) = p . The theorem is a consequence of (101).
(103) 7.9 Satz: If S a (p) = S a (p ), then p = p . The theorem is a consequence of (101).
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying the axiom of congruence identity, the axiom of congruence symmetry, the axiom of congruence equivalence relation, the axiom of segment construction, the axiom of betweenness identity, and the axiom of SAS and a, p denote points of S. Now we state the proposition:
(104) 7.10 Satz: S a (p) = p if and only if p = a. The theorem is a consequence of (13) and (1).
From now on S denotes Tarski plane satisfying seven Tarski's geometry axioms and a, b, c, d, m, p, p , q, r, s denote points of S. Now we state the propositions:
(105) 7.13 Satz:
The theorem is a consequence of (104), (14), (26), (28), (3), (6) , (7), (11), (5), (1) , and (41).
(106) 7.15 Satz: q lies between p and r if and only if S a (q) lies between S a (p) and S a (r). The theorem is a consequence of (101).
(107) 7.16 Satz: pq ∼ = rs if and only if S a (p)S a (q) ∼ = S a (r)S a (s). The theorem is a consequence of (101).
(108) 7.17 Satz: If Middle(p, a, p ) and Middle(p, b, p ), then a = b. The theorem is a consequence of (105), (101), (5), (6), (7), (55), and (104).
(109) 7.18 Satz:
The theorem is a consequence of (108). The theorem is a consequence of (14), (13), (7), (6), (1), (42), and (3). The theorem is a consequence of (14), (51), (48), (7), (6), (3), (52), (13) (59), (3), (13), (1), (105), (104), (60), (14), (103), (56), (80), (106), (40), (107), (7), (6), (41) a, x, b) . The theorem is a consequence of (14), (111), (13), (1), (36), (3), (7), (10), (6), (43), (41), (48), (88), (83), (87), and (53).
Note about Simplification of Tarski's Axioms of Geometry by Makarios
Let S be a Tarski One can verify that every Tarski plane which satisfies (RE) satisfies also the axiom of congruence symmetry and every Tarski plane which satisfies (TE) satisfies also the axiom of congruence equivalence relation and every Tarski plane which satisfies (IE) satisfies also the axiom of congruence identity and every Tarski plane which satisfies (SC) satisfies also the axiom of segment construction.
Every Tarski plane which satisfies (IB) satisfies also the axiom of betweenness identity and every Tarski plane which satisfies (IP) satisfies also the axiom of Pasch and every Tarski plane which satisfies (Lo 2 ) satisfies also Lower Dimension Axiom and every Tarski plane which satisfies (Up 2 ) satisfies also Upper Dimension Axiom and every Tarski plane which satisfies (Eu) satisfies also Euclid Axiom.
Every Tarski plane which satisfies (Co) satisfies also Continuity Axiom and every Tarski plane which satisfies the axiom of congruence symmetry satisfies also (RE) and every Tarski plane which satisfies the axiom of congruence equivalence relation satisfies also (TE) and every Tarski plane which satisfies the axiom of congruence identity satisfies also (IE) and every Tarski plane which satisfies the axiom of segment construction satisfies also (SC) and every Tarski plane which satisfies the axiom of betweenness identity satisfies also (IB). Every Tarski plane which satisfies the axiom of Pasch satisfies also (IP) and every Tarski plane which satisfies Lower Dimension Axiom satisfies also (Lo 2 ) and every Tarski plane which satisfies Upper Dimension Axiom satisfies also (Up 2 ) and every Tarski plane which satisfies Euclid Axiom satisfies also (Eu) and every non empty Tarski plane which satisfies Continuity Axiom satisfies also (Co) and there exists a Tarski plane which satisfies (RE) and (TE).
